The effectiveness of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) for selective solubilisation of single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) has been studied by Raman spectroscopy. Polyphenyl and polyacene PAHs of different lengths are used.
Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are one of the most studied nanomaterials. SWCNTs are recognized as possessing high strength [1] and electrical [2] and thermal [3] conductivity promising a range of potential applications. However, the widespread use of SWCNTs is severely limited by the difficulties in processing due to the presence of bundles, levels of impurities and varying degrees of solubility in most solvents [2, 4, 5] . Furthermore, as prepared samples contain a broad range of SWCNTs of varying structures and electronic character, from metallic to semiconducting. It has been found that organic polymers such as poly PmPV-co-DOctOPV and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) can solubilise and aid in the purification of the SWCNTs in organic solvents [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The interaction can cause the SWCNTs to disperse from their bundled form [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and there is a strong suggestion that the organic species interact preferentially with SWCNTs of certain diameters or diameter range and even electronic structure [6, 7, 11] .
The PAHs anthracene and p-terphenyl ( Fig.1 ) have previously been shown to aid in the effective solubilisation of SWCNTs [10] , and, at low concentrations, have furthermore been shown to exfoliate the SWCNT bundles of the as-produced sample.
The observed quenching of the fluorescence of the PAHs suggests a π-π stacking interaction [10, 11] and it may therefore be proposed that there is a preferential mapping of the structures based on the observation that the molecular structures of the acene oligomers match that of the backbone of armchair SWCNTs, while those of the phenyl series match that of the zig-zag SWCNTs [10] [11] [12] . The schematic representation of Fig. 2 is very simplistic as a staggered rather than commensurate mapping of PAHs on graphite is normally observed and is thus more probable [13] .
Raman studies of SWCNTs solubilised and dispersed with the aid of anthracene and p-terphenyl have indicated that a selective solubilisation of semi-conducting SWCNTs by p-terphenyl and metallic by anthracene is indeed affected [11] . It is therefore of interest to systematically explore the interaction between PAHs and SWCNTs in order to optimize any selective solubilisation. Fluorescence quenching studies of the series of polyacenes from naphthalene to tetracene and the series of polyphenyls from biphenyl to p-quinquephenyl have illustrated that the binding energy systematically increases with increasing molecular weight [8, 9] . It may be expected that the degree of selectivity may also show clear structural relationships and can thus be optimized. Thus, in this work, the selective solubilisation of SWCNTs by PAHs of varying structures ( Fig. 1 ) is explored using Raman spectroscopy.
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool to investigate the vibrational properties and thus characterize SWCNTs. There are basically four phonon modes for SWCNTs that give significant and characteristic Raman scattering signals. The radial breathing modes (RBMs) are in the region of ~ 200 cm -1 and the frequency positioning is related to the SWCNT diameter [14] [15] [16] . In this region carbon atoms undergo uniform radial displacement. The D band at ~ 1350 cm -1 is reported to be related to either the presence of defects in the SWCNT walls or to the presence of amorphous carbon material in the sample [15] . The tangential carbon stretching modes (G-band) derive from the graphitic mode at 1582 cm -1 and their exact positioning can vary slightly depending for example on chemical environment [17] , laser frequency [16] and temperature [18, 19] . These modes are associated with the in phase vibrational movement of carbon atoms. The line-shape of G-band can be used to distinguish between metallic and semiconducting SWCNTs [15, 16, 20] . The G′ band is at ~ 2704 cm -1 . This feature is considered to be a second order overtone of the D band [20] .
As the RBM frequency is related to the SWCNT diameter and the structural indices (n, m), a Raman spectrum of a SWCNT sample can be employed to establish the range of diameters present in a sample [21] . It can thus also be employed to establish changes to that diameter range as a result of a structurally selective process.
For each SWCNT of a different diameter with structural indices (n, m), there is also a unique set of electronic energy levels in the conduction and valance bands, giving rise to resonances across the visible and near infra red spectrum which are characteristic of specific structures [22] . It was recognised at early stage, that for a given sample of SWCNTs containing a range of diameters, the Raman spectrum is dominated by the SWCNT which are resonant at the energy of the source laser [21] . Thus, for the complete characterisation of a sample of SWCNT, a broad range of laser excitation energies should be used [15] .
To investigate the selective interaction of PAHs with SWCNTs, the diameters of the SWCNT composites were monitored via Raman RBMs. The RBM profile is a representation of the sample composition and can be used to determine its structural make-up. Isolated SWCNTs are identified by a single RBM line, and the frequency position can be used to identify the chiral indices and therefore electronic character of the SWCNTs Four different laser excitation energies were used to observe the range of SWCNT diameters within the composite sample. Composite samples were dispersed at concentrations below their dispersion limit [8, 9] to ensure that isolated SWCNTs were examined. The structures present in the composite samples are compared to the pristine sample of SWCNT, to ascertain the degree of selective interaction.
Experimental
As received High Pressure decomposition of Carbon monoxide (HiPco) SWCNTs (Carbon Nanotechnologies, Inc.) and PAHs (Sigma-Aldrich, Ireland), were used to prepare different composite solutions (1:1 mass ratio of SWCNT/PAH) with chloroform as solvent [8, 9] . Chloroform was used because of its poor affinity for SWCNTs [23] .
At the highest concentration, the composite solutions were sonicated using a sonic tip (Ultrasonic processor VCX 750 W) for 3 x 10 s at 38% of the power output.
The samples were serially diluted by a factor of two down to the lowest concentration.
After each dilution each sample was sonicated as described above and allowed to settle for 72 h, after which the supernatant liquid from the composite samples was carefully withdrawn and allowed to settle for a further 24 h.
From previous fluorescence studies [8, 9] the regions where SWCNTs are dispersed to a maximum in the presence of PAHs of different lengths were obtained.
At these concentrations the SWCNT bundles are fully dispersed. The concentration range was chosen such that it spanned the region of dispersion observed in these fluorescence based studies.
It was noted that for suspensions above the dispersion limit [8, 24] , a considerable amount of precipitation of SWCNTs was observed and so the solubilisation is only partial. At concentrations where the SWCNTs are well dispersed, no precipitate was found. As composite solutions were prepared by using SWCNTs/PAHs in 1:1 (w/w), it can be stated that below the dispersion limit the concentration of PAHs and SWCNTs are the same.
The as prepared concentration range of SWCNTs, respect to the PAHs concentration, together with the dispersion concentration, are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 here 
Results
where, a c-c is the distance between the C-C bonds, 0.144 nm, [26] C 1 is a constant of proportionality [27] , C 2 is essentially a damping factor which accounts for a frequency shift dependent on the damping caused by the local environment of the SWCNT [25] . [14, 26] whereas Telg et al.
find values of C 1 = 220.4 cm -1 nm, C 2 = 19 cm -1 [29] . Fantain et al have tabulated two sets of C 1 and C 2 values: for semiconducting C 1 = 223 cm -1 nm, C 2 = 10 cm -1 and metallic C 1 = 220 cm -1 nm, C 2 = 14 cm -1 SWCNTs [30] . In other literature reports, the values of C 1 and C 2 are found to be C 1 = 219 ± 3 cm -1 nm, C 2 = 15 ± 3 cm -1 [15] . Jorio et al have used C 1 = 248 cm -1 nm considering C 2 = 0 cm -1 for isolated SWCNTs [31] .
Therefore, although it is well documented that the RBM frequency is related to the SWCNT diameter, the values of the parameters (C 1 and C 2 ) to elucidate this are still under debate.
For this work the values for the parameters were obtained by a recently reported fitting method [32] . As the literature values of these parameters range from 216 cm -1 nm to 248 cm -1 nm and 10 to 19 cm -1 for C 1 and C 2 respectively, in this work two sets of C 1 ( 216 cm -1 nm and 234 cm -1 nm) and C 2 (17 nm and 10 nm) values were used to initially obtain a potential diameter range for pristine SWCNTs. Having established the range of potential diameters of the SWCNT present from the RBM frequencies and equation 1, an estimate of the most probable diameters contributing to the Raman spectrum at each source wavelength can be made, assuming that resonant SWCNTs dominate the Raman spectrum, by reference to the so-called Kataura plot [33] which graphically relates the optical transition energies of metallic and semiconducting SWCNTs with their diameters. After establishing the possible diameter range for specific laser energies, these diameters were then compared with the Kataura plot to find out whether SWCNTs of these diameters are resonant at the corresponding laser energy. For SWCNTs of diameter in the range of ~ 0.7 nm to ~ 1.4 nm (which is the typical diameter range for HiPco SWCNTs [34] ), only semiconducting SWCNTs should be resonant at a laser energy of ~ 1.58 eV (785 nm). Therefore, for this laser energy only the diameters of semiconducting SWCNTs in the selected diameter range were chosen. However, in many cases there exists more than one candidate corresponding to the particular ω RBM . To assign a single diameter to a corresponding ω RBM , the inverse of these chosen diameters were plotted against the corresponding value of ω RBM , as shown in Fig. 4 . As there is a linear dependence between ω RBM and the inverse diameter (1/d) [15] , the plot should be a straight line. For a particular ω RBM , a particular diameter was selected from the best fit to the straight line. Also from this best fit, the value of C 1 and C 2 were found to be 221.5 cm -1 nm and 14. Table. 2. It is noted that all diameters are in the range of ~1.3 nm to ~0.67 nm which correlates well with the nominal diameter range of HiPco samples [28] . It should be noted that within the range of SWCNTs identified, there are only two armchair, (10, 10), (7, 7) and four zigzag SWCNTs (11, 0), (12, 0), (16, 0) and (17, 0) , all others being chiral. A simple postulation that polyacene PAHs preferentially solubilise the armchair SWCNTs and polyphenyl PAHs the zigzag [10, 11] may therefore be somewhat naïve. SWCNTs and SWCNT/naphthalene composite samples at two different concentrations respectively, using 532 nm as source. As observed in previous studies [8, 9] , a comparison of Fig. 6 The SWCNTs found in the composite sample should be present in the pristine sample. From Table 2 and Table 3 to the presence of the PAH molecules [25] . However, irrespective of the shift of ω RBM for the SWCNTs/naphthalene composites, the structural assignments made are consistent with those of the pristine SWCNTs samples, underlining the value of the fitting procedure [32] . Table 3 here From Fig. 7 and Table 3 it is found that in comparison to the pristine SWCNTs, the SWCNTs/naphthalene composite is depleted in larger diameter SWCNTs yet rich in medium and smaller diameter SWCNT ( ~ 1 nm to ~ 0.7 nm) indicating a degree of structurally selectivity. Notably, however, the armchair SWCNT (10, 10) is missing from the list although there is a strong contribution from the (7, 7) armchair SWCNT.
The zigzag SWCNTs (11, 0) and (12, 0) also feature, although not prominently.
Fig. 8-here
Similar to Fig. 7 , the histogram representing the number of occurrences of SWCNTs of different diameters for the SWCNT/biphenyl composite sample at concentration ~ 3.05 x 10 -7 mol/L at four different laser excitation energies is shown in Fig. 8 .
Shifts in ω RBM position of SWCNTs of SWCNTs/biphenyl composite sample are again observed. However, structural assignments correlate with Table 4 and Table 2 .
Comparing the profile of the SWCNTs/naphthalene composite ( Fig. 7 and Table 3) and SWCNT/biphenyl composite ( Fig. 8 and Table 4 ), it can be seen that the biphenyl composite sample is relatively rich in SWCNTs of larger diameters, although it is still depleted in SWCNT of diameters > 1.09 nm compared to the pristine sample.
Table 4 here
The increased efficiency of the biphenyl in binding to the larger diameter SWCNT can be explained in terms of the increased binding energy per molecule as determined from fluorescence quenching measurements [8, 9] . In terms of structural selectivity, the zigzag (11, 0) SWCNT features in the histogram, although not prominently. mol/L at four different laser excitation energies is shown in Fig. 9 . Table 5 shows the RBM frequencies and corresponding structure assignments for SWCNT of the SWCNTs/tetracene composite sample at different laser excitation energies.
As with the naphthalene and biphenyl composite samples, shifts with respect to the pristine SWCNT are also observed for the SWCNTs/tetracene composites.
Assignments once again are consistent with those observed in the pristine samples.
From Table 3 and Table 5 it is found that the diameter range of SWCNTs selected by naphthalene is also selected by tetracene. But each PAH has a preference for specific diameters within the range ( Fig. 7 and Fig. 9 ). Comparing the profile of solubilised SWCNTss of SWCNTs/tetracene ( Fig. 9 and Table 5 ) to those of the SWCNTs/naphthalene ( Fig. 7 and Table 3 ) and SWCNTs/biphenyl ( Fig. 8 and Table   4 ), it can be found that tetracene selects a greater amount of the larger diameters SWCNT compared to naphthalene. This may be explained by the fact that tetracene has a higher binding energy than naphthalene [8, 9] . Comparing Fig. 8 and 9 , the diameter range of SWCNTs selected are similar although it appears that tetracene exhibits a higher propensity for the larger diameter SWCNT. Again this may be explained by the larger binding energy of tetracene. As in the case of the naphthalene composite, the (7, 7) armchair SWCNT features prominently. Table 6 here
Fig. 10-here
The histograms representing the number of occurrences of different diameters SWCNTs of SWCNTs/p-quaterphenyl composite sample at concentration ~ 3.72 x 10 -11 mol/L at four different laser excitation energies is shown in Fig. 10 . From Table 6 , the RBM frequencies and corresponding structural assignments for SWCNT of SWCNT/p-quaterphenyl at different laser energies can be found. Again, shifts in ω RBM values compared to that of pristine SWCNTs, are observed.
For the case of SWCNT/p-quaterphenyl it is reasonable to expect that as the binding energy of p-quaterphenyl is higher than that of other three PAHs, pquaterphenyl will show better selectivity for SWCNTs of larger diameters. But in reality this is not observed to be the case. Solubilisation in SWCNT/p-quaterphenyl composites seems to favour SWCNTs of medium and some smaller diameters. This may be because the structure of p-quaterphenyl (similar to biphenyl) is not rigid and therefore torsion between phenyl rings is also very high resulting in poor solubilisation of SWCNTs of larger diameters. In terms of structural selectivity, in the case of the p-quaterphenyl composite, the (11, 0) zigzag SWCNT features strongly.
Discussion
It has previously been speculated that structurally selective solubility can be affected by interaction with PAHs, on the basis that the polyacene series are structurally similar to the longitudinal surface of the metallic armchair SWCNTs and the polyphenyl series to that of predominantly semiconducting zigzag SWCNTs [10] .
A preferential solubilisation of semiconducting SWCNTs by p-terphenyl and of metallic by anthracene has previously reported for laser vaporised SWCNTs [11] . In this study of HiPco SWCNTs, it is firstly clear that the as produced samples are dominated by chiral SWCNTs and relatively few nonchiral SWCNTs are present.
Below the dispersion limit, each PAH solubilises a range of both chiral and nonchiral
SWCNTs. The shorter chain PAHs more efficiently solubilise and disperse the SWCNTs, as evidenced by the dispersion limits of 4x10 -2 mg/ml for naphthalene, 2.4x10 -3 mg/ml for biphenyl although there appears to be a preference for the smaller diameter SWCNTs. The longer PAHs are less efficient at solubilising and dispersing the SWCNTs (3.48x10 -5 mg/ml for tetracene, 1.82x10 -7 mg/ml for p-quaterphenyl)
although the solubilisation of the larger diameter SWCNTs is more efficient. The greater affinity of the longer PAHs for the larger diameter SWCNTs can be understood in terms of their greater binding energies [8, 9] . In terms of structural selectivity, it is notable that only the polyacene moieties solubilise the armchair SWCNTs, although biphenyl also solubilises the (11, 0) and (12, 0) zig-zag SWCNTs.
The polyphenyl moieties do not solubilise the armchair SWCNTs. However, in none of the four composite samples is the solubilisation of nonchiral SWCNTs dominant, indicating that a simple mapping of the PAH structure onto the SWCNT longitudinal surface is somewhat naïve.
Given the systematic structural dependence of the binding energy of PAHs to mixed SWCNT samples, it is reasonable to expect that the binding interaction should be optimal for a direct mapping of the PAH structure onto the linear backbone of matched SWCNT structures. However, the results here suggest a binding which is not specific to structure or chirality. It must therefore be postulated that the smaller PAHs can relatively efficiently bind normal to the tube axis of nonchiral nanotubes and along the direction of the chiral vector of chiral nanotubes. Given the curvature of the SWCNTs, this is more efficient for the smaller PAHs on small diameter SWCNTs, the longer PAHs interacting more efficiently with larger diameter SWCNTs.
Additionally, the polyphenyl PAHs have a degree of rotational freedom about the inter-phenyl bond which may inhibit structurally specific binding. PAHs are also known to stack orthogonal to the surface of graphite, although this is energetically favourable only at high coverage [13] . A correlation of such steric and energetic considerations may reduce any structural selectivity.
Conclusion
A Fig. 1 -PAHs of polyacene and polyphenyl series. 
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